
RETRO N’SOKAK
24-25 OCTOBER 2020
GJIROKASTËR

The beautiful city of Gjirokastra, with its famous cobbled streets that carry heritage and history 
scent, invites all enthusiasts of art and beauty, on October 24-25 2020 for a nostalgic return where 
for the first time historical vehicles of the Albanian collection will be exhibited with special guests 
from the region accompanied by artistic performances of Jazz & Swing rhythms.  

Saturday, 24 OCTOBER 

10:30     The official opening of RETRO N’SOKAK. Exhibition of Albanian historical 
vehicles at the Gjirokastra Bazaar. The most prominent historical vehicles will be 
those of the Delegation Park; as relics from old Albanian movies will be those from 
the Ex-Kinostudio, also accompanied by the participation of Oldtimer Club Prizren 
vehicles. The Souvenir License Plates Factory will be established in one of the shops 
on the Bazaar’s entrance where citizens and tourists will have the opportunity to 
personalize their souvenir plaques with the desired texts. By respecting physical 
distances, they will also be able to see production and purchase of souvenir license 
plates on the old original format with the Albanian flag. 

16:00-19:00 Exciting performance by well-known Italian pianist Alessio Maliari 
who will be performing on a repertoire of jazz, swing & blues that combines 
so well with the automobiles’ style displayed at the Bazaar. This will all be 
accompanied by professional ballerinas dressed just like in the ’50s. Other artists 
will also perform to create an even warmer atmosphere. 

19:00-20:00 OPA CUPA Band performance at the Odeon Amphitheater led by Italian 
trumpeter Cesare Dell’Anna, with other band members who have dedicated many 
songs to Albania, coming from different Balkan countries and creating a festive 
atmosphere in folk- jazz- balcanic rhythms.  

Sunday, 25 OCTOBER

10:00-14:00      Follows the exhibition of historical vehicles at the Gjirokastra Bazaar 
accompanied by specially selected music.

RETRO N’SOKAK is organized in cooperation with the General Directorate of Road Transport 
Services - MIE, Albanian-American Development Foundation (AADF), TID Gjirokastra, 

Gjirokastra Municipality and is artistically curated by Hemingway Fan Club Albania 

During this event all physical distances and hygienic-sanitary protocols will be respected for protection from COVID19.

PROGRAM


